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“This has been a fantastic resource. We have used it across the 
whole school by having a whole school focus each term and each 
year group working on the lessons. We are going to expand its use 
next year and give it a priority place in the curriculum as we have 
had an increase in online safety concerns after lockdown as child’s 
use of tech has increased, often without parental support or input.

(Teacher, survey feedback)



ProjectEVOLVE was developed because children need certain skills to navigate the 
ever-changing digital landscape safely including abilities such as resilience and 
critical thinking. Current digital safety teaching focuses on risks and platforms and 
is taught by practitioners frequently one step behind the latest technologies. This 
analysis undertaken by Prof Emma Bond, University of Suffolk and Prof Andy Phippen, 
Bournemouth University outlines how since its launch in November 2019, Project 
Evolve has successfully created a community of support around children, helping 
teachers to teach the skills that will keep children safe, now and in the future, no 
matter how the internet, technologies and platforms evolve. 

An engaging and easy-use toolkit, ProjectEVOLVE was designed by award winning specialists 
and crucially developed with children to provide them with progressive digital skills. The 
toolkit is based on the UKCIS framework Education for a Connected World (EFACW) that 
covers knowledge, skills, behaviours and attitudes across eight strands (or themes) relating 
to of our online lives from early years right through to resources for eighteen-year-olds. 
Specific outcomes or competencies are mapped to age and progressive. The statements guide 
educators as to the areas they should be discussing with children as they develop their use 
of online technology. ProjectEVOLVE resources each of the 330 statements from UK Council 
for Internet Safety’s (UKCIS) framework “Education for a Connected World” with perspectives; 
research; activities; outcomes; supporting resources and professional development materials. 

This vast library of content is managed by an innovative new engine, designed by the brilliant 
SWGfL Webteam, that not only makes navigating the content intuitive but allows users to 
personalise the content they collate.

Phase 1 of the development of ProjectEvolve was funded and released by the European 
Commission’s UK Safer Internet Centre in 2019 and Phase 2, over the last two years, has been 
supported by Nominet.

INTRODUCTION
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Co-financed by the Connecting Europe 
Facility of the European Union

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/896323/UKCIS_Education_for_a_Connected_World_.pdf


The analysis in this national landscape report draws from the database behind the 
EVOLVE website, which provides rich, and arguably unique in the sector, data to help 
users understand what are the digital competency priorities from schools in the 
country and how they conduct assessment. We can also see regional variation, and 
differences across school phases (i.e. KS1, 2, 3, and 4). At a top level this analysis shows:

1. That the project has been successful in take up and not only are schools signing up to the 
tool, they are using it regularly to develop their own school’s practice

2. The project has national reach – this is not a platform that is just used in a specific 
location, it has schools across the country accessing its resources. 

The following provides more detail on these findings. 

At the time of analysis (January 2022), the platform is used by 6617 institutions across the 
country. Regional split is defined below:

It illustrates that the tool is used in all regions of England and also has had some take up 
in Northern Ireland and Wales. Within these institutions, there are 24,148 registered users, 
which indicates that this is a tool used across schools, not just by a single member of staff. 

In total, the EVOLVE platform comprises 367 aspects (i.e. lesson resources) across 8 strands, 
those strands being:

    • self-image and identity;
    • online relationships;
    • online reputation;
    • online bullying;
    • managing online information;
    • health, wellbeing and lifestyle;
    • privacy and security;
    • copyright and ownership.

DATA ANLYSIS
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In total, aspects were viewed 252,680 times as of January 2022. On average each registered 
user has made use of 23 aspects, but usage is variable with some users accessing far more. 
The most aspects accessed by a single user is 1894. If we break aspect use by phase, we can 
further confirm that the majority of activity on the platform lies in the primary sector:

Due to the number of aspects we are not considering each in turn, and will instead focus on 
access per strand. If we consider the different strands, we can see some are more widely used 
than others:

With online relationships and self-image and identity being the most popular strands. 
However, all strands are accessed to some level. 
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With aspects for KS1 and 2 being accessed in the majority of cases. 



It is interesting to note that while there are some differences by phase, these are not significant:

And in all phases, online relationships and self-image and identity remain the focus of aspect 
access (and therefore delivery) across the institutions using the platform. We can also see that 
while regional variation exists, these are not significant either:
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The assessment part of the platform (Knowledge Maps) is the newest part of ProjectEvolve, 
only launched in July 2021, but has still received considerable take up, with over 200,000 
assessments being performed already. Using a competency framework and engaging concept 
cartoons, the Knowledge Map allows educators to establish where their students are in terms 
of their existing knowledge around the eight strands of digital literacy. In this way, they help 
teachers identify gaps in knowledge and plan their lessons by pulling out the most relevant 
resources for each strand. While detailed analysis of the responses in the Knowledge Map 
assessments is beyond the scope of this evaluation, we can still draw interesting findings 
related to engagement with the platform, and where that engagement lies. If we break down 
the year group for assessments:

We can see, perhaps unsurprisingly, that this maps on clearly to aspect access per phase, 
with the focus of activity in assessment lying around late KS1 and through KS2 (to year 6). Use 
drops off considerably into secondary years.

Finally, if we explore the aspects that make up the assessments, we have further confirmation 
around the more popular strands within the platform:
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With the most popular strands accessed also being the most popular strands assessed.



Overall, from the perspective of this evaluation, analysis of the data shows that:

• The platform is used by many institutions, in some a great deal

• Take up focusses predominantly in primary settings

• Particular focus (which gives us a perspective on areas of digital competencies in the 
country) lies around online relationships and self-image and identity

While outside of the scope of this analysis, we would also note that this database provides us 
with unparalleled information in understanding the focus of digital competency education in 
the country and will be invaluable in directing policy as the platform receives even more take 
up and Knowledge Map assessments are used regularly. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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